Slow correcting eye movements of head-fixed, trained cats toward stationary targets.
Inspection of eye saccades made by head-fixed, trained cats revealed the existence of many eye shifts at an approximately constant velocity during the deceleratory phase of the saccade or at the end of it. Slow eye movements occurring at the end of a saccade are usually referred to as "postsaccadic drifts". It is shown that the duration and mean velocity of these "drifts" are related to the amplitude of the movement. The kinematics of these slow eye movements are nevertheless different from those of saccades. Slow movements at the end of the gaze shift have longer durations than those occurring during the intersaccadic interval between a saccade and a reacceleration of the eye. A closer study of the drifts of three trained cats showed that they play an important corrective role in reducing the residual error at the end of a saccade or during an intersaccadic interval. This functional corrective role was demonstrated by relating the amplitude of the slow movement to the amplitude of the residual error when the slow velocity eye shift began. It is therefore proposed to name these eye shifts "slow correcting movements".